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ABSOLUTE   (lat. Absolutus, bordless, unconditioned) – in idealistic philosophy – eternal endless 
spiritual first basis of the existence (absolute spirit, absolute idea, God, absolute «I»).

According to the occult presentations – has no definite forms nor space. Distributed equally 
around all the Universe and in every person is presented like man’s «I». Because a. being a source 
and a life motor in the Universe is over powerful  and knows everything, the man’s «I» as well has a 
great power and knowledge.

ABSOLUTE LAWS OF THE SPIRITUAL SELF-PERFECTION BY V.KRISHNEV – 
1) Spiritual quantum emittor of the spiritual «I» of the humanity representative (HR) is being 

formed on the fine virtual plan earlier than physical body (this is the essence of the phenomenon «The 
man is not yet born, but they begin to speak about him»).

2) HR in the form of white-nucleine body envelope is born with the form genetic code of 
the body envelope and with the individual program of its development (determined – not 
depending from the will of its body envelope Spirit [BES] nor stokhatic – depending from the 
willing essence of  BES).

3) Time and place of the body envelope birth is strictly determined in socium (presence of this law 
confirms the capacity of some sensitives forsee the birth [as well as the death] and to anticipate events for 
people with the determined developing program).

4) In the moment of majority is switched on the factor of HR realized responsibility for his activ-
ity in the society through non-developed spiritual «I» (animal soul spirit – ASS) with the motivation 
«for the fear» or «for the conscience».

5) During his life HR realizes interaction in dialogue with himself (between BES and controller of 
the factor of realized responsibility – ASS) and in dialogue with the society through ASS.

6) Realizing by ASS of the process «I am thinking that «I am thinking» is forming self-suffi-
ciency of HR on the level of a «society Maughly» adapted to survive in the conditions of this local 
society.

7) The beginning of HR forming as a man is related with the moment of realized perception of 
himself in the Spirit (the law confirms the right translation from the ancient Hindou language – 
sanscrit – of the word «chelovek», where «chelo» is spirit, and «vek» is century).

/Those who missed this moment remain two legs thinking earth beings/.
8) Perception of yourself in Spirit is the first step of the spiritual understanding from the spiritual 

innocence to the clear understanding on the conscious level: «Who am «I» and «What is my body».
9) The harmony creation between «I want» of BES and «I must» of ASS and satisfaction of  

«mine and what I have» is the essence of our developed spiritual «I» (personality spirit).
/The second step of HR on the way of the Spiritual ascent forward and up/.
10) The program of personality Spirit (PS) is strictly determined and oriented on the functions 

and aims of interaction with society in the aspect of self-realization (the law confirms the essence of 
the phenomenon: «Everybody in the society has his own – music or techniques»).

11) PS programs are individual and original (as well as fingers imprints).
12) The third and final step of HR on the way of formation in himself of the perfect spiritual 

personality is a modulation of our PS by the Holy Spirit and finding of the Spiritual Soul Spirit (SSS) 
with has its Spiritual Motherland beyond the Solar System. (The law confirms the right using of 
pyramids by Atlants for the ascent of SSS to the Spiritual Motherland in Milky Way Galaxy).
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Summary: Live substance of over earth and planetary ether on the field level in the form of lepton 
fields created by planetary torsion interaction «Venus – Earth» is forming the quantum emittor of 
BES as well as of any other earth creature by the program of the Earth biosphere evolution.

Formation of the Spiritual «I» (from ASS into PS) occurs under the influence of the torsion field 
created by the interaction of planets «Uran – Pluton».

Opportune understanding of yourself in the Spirit and of your predetermined mission in the soci-
ety is a guarantee of the quick execution of the earth program , of the happy life (be it difficult for the 
body envelope and for its controller [Spirit]) and of the return to the Spiritual Motherland. Not de-
manded by our Spiritual «I» capacities of our BES become atrophied (desappear); with the destruc-
tion of the body envelope its quantum emittor (BES) is absorbed by the Earth energetic and informa-
tional field, and our real Spiritual «I» having passed the noosphere rehabilitation, in some time is 
reincarnated in a new body envelope.

ABSOLUTE PSYCHOSYNTHESIS by V.KRISHNEV – is based on 12 laws of spiritual self-
perfection of V.Krishnev (see. Absolute laws of spiritual self-perfection of V.Krishnev), on principles of 
«complimentary» and «the space observer» by V.Krishnev (see. V.Krishnev’s absolute principles), 
Vernadsky’s doctrine about a noosphere and Florensky’s doctrine about «person-microcosm». A 
basis of psychosynthesis of V.Krishnev is perception by the consciousness of the person of the unity 
of a nucleic-albuminous substance of a corporal envelope with his spiritual (invisible quantum and 
wave) substances (Spirit of a corporal envelope and Spirit of animal soul). The congenital aspiration to 
self-perfection, self-realization and management of the Spirit of a corporal envelope is assigned to 
the Spirit of animal soul. To apprehend itself Spirit (a quantum and wave radiator, «a burning candle») 
means to become a person («Chelo» from a Sanskrit is «spirit», «vek» – 100 years).

V.Krishnev has created the new theory of structure of the person, has entered a number of new 
concepts, and also has developed precise practice og eniopsychological trainings and exercises for 
education, formation, improvement and healing of spiritually gifted people. During development of 
psychosynthesis by V.Krishnev the author in the monography has given the critical analysis of the 
vulgar – atheistic psychoanalysis of Z.Freud, sexual – revolutionary communist moods of his pupil 
Wilhelm Reich and K.Jung’s pagan philosophy (see Valery Krishnev. Eniopsychology [the theory and 
practice]) which the first have developed the idea to give a demon consciousness (Z.Freud enters the 
concept of the individual «unconscious», K.Jung – collective «unconscious»).

Spirits of a corporal envelope (Specific Spirits) operate by the development of all forms of the 
nature (mineral, vegetative, animal). Spirits of animal soul are given by the reason of the extrater-
restrial nature that specifies the supreme intellectual equality of people occupying the Earth and 
their God similarity which have their Spiritual Motherland. During self-realization in a society the 
Spirit of animal soul matures and becomes the Spirit of the person to which the opportunity to be-
come Spirit of Spiritual Soul opens.

ABSOLUTE SPIRITUAL «I» (by V.Krishnev) – a condition of our true space «I» dependent on 
education and formation. For the person – robot (see. The absolute hologram of spirit of the person – 
robot) the Spiritual «I» is identified with the Spirit of animal soul; for the person reasonable (see. The 
absolute hologram of spirit of the person reasonable) the Spiritual «I» is identified with the Spirit of 
the person (the person perceiving himself in Spirit); for the perfect person the Spiritual «I» is identified 
with the Spirit of spiritual soul.

ABSOLUTE LAW of LONGEVITY by V.KRISHNEV – the longevity of stay of a spiritual 
substance in a corporal envelope is caused by harmonization of astral and mental levels of an in-
teraction according to fatal predefiniteness (set of the target tasks facing the created Spiritual «I» 
[Spirit of the person]).
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The resume: Creation of Spiritual persons with the perfect Spirit is a way to longevity of a corpo-
ral envelope.

ABSOLUTE PRINCIPLE of SPACE OBSERVER by V.KRISHNEV – the observer shows in 
himself a combination of various forms of a life (physical, ether, astral, mental), with the help of 
which is possible overcoming of time-space restrictions of hierarchy of the Universum and im-
mersing in the world whole of an elevated ether with reception a mystical (ecstasy) inspirations. So 
is confirmed the principle of a non-causal relationship (synchronism) of K.Jung and V.Pauli re-
flecting the general order in a universe according to which the events externally independent ap-
pear interconnected by the universal mind and develop according to the law unknown beforehand 
to the observer, which is possible to comprehend only by immersing in «the changed condition of 
consciousness».

Principle of space observer by V.Krishnev marks legitimacy of the assumption of existence of 
forms variety of alive substance with material energetical and informational organization which is 
distinct from white-nucleinic and confirms legitimacy of ideas of Vernadsky about the existence on 
the planet of Earth and in the biosphere both in the past and in the present of a combination of sev-
eral forms of an alive substance with a various material and energetic dominant. Desincarnated in-
habitants of an elevated ether also are developed on what ufologists repeatedly inform, in a direction 
to restraint of the development of a spiritual mind of terrestrials. The main task of these «creatures-
aliens» to make people robots-atheists, having adhered their mind-attention to computers, automo-
biles, TV sets, «mobile phones» and to a corporal envelope, leaving our communication with our-
selves only in dream.

ABSOLUTE PRINCIPLE OF COMPLIMENTARY by V.KRISHNEV – is entered by V.Krishnev 
for studying by a researcher of the spirits (quantum radiators) of an elevated ether and of the spirits 
(quantum radiators) of corporal envelopes of persons and animals for whom the spiritual-soul dual-
ism is caracteristic (increase of a degree of the Spirit power display reduces a degree of his sentimental 
qualities, increase of a degree of display of sincere qualities [pity, sentimentality] reduces a degree of 
display of strength of the Spirit). According to the principle of coplimentary by V.Krishnev, while 
making a life it is necessary to aspire to the firm validity based on precepts of Jesus Christ, as a life 
(alive substance of an elevated ether from which the corporal envelope «is weaved») and the reasonable 
form of a life  of the Spiritual «I» with a receptacle in this white-nucleinic corporal envelope abso-
lutely is not the same. Interaction of the spiritual-soul manifestations of the Spirit of a corporal enve-
lope with the Spiritual-soul states of our true Spiritual «I» (Spirit of animal soul) create repeated 
spiritual-soul dualism on a horizontal plane of a terrestrial life (the person-robot in himself and for 
himself, the person in Society and for Society). In a terrestrial life a person having perceived himself in 
Spirit has done  only the first step to comprehension of himself as a person (see. The absolute holo-
gram of the person-robot, the reasonable person, the perfect person).

ABSOLUTELY COMPLEX STUDYING of THE PERSON (by Krishnev V.K., Kaz-
nacheev V.P.) – a phenomenon of the person is considered as a fundamental social and natural 
integrity possessing a presence of various properties (measurements of the person) in which social 
and natural is unseparable. Postulating variety of measurements of the person, the insolvency of the 
reductional thesis of the philosopher G.Markuze (1970) and excessively atheistic-rationalist con-
structions of psychoanalysis of Z.Freud (1900) about the one-dimensional person affirms. The clos-
est one concerning authors works is P.A.Florensky’s idea, believing, that the person is microcosm, 
endless by its variety and equipotent to the universe.

To social and natural measurements it is necessary to attribute: 1) health of a corporal envelope of 
the terrestrial creature, covering global, population and individual levels; 2) set of social and natural 
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valencies (alive work, reproduction and education of the Spirit of a corporal envelope in the institute of 
family with its cultural tradition and language), determining opportunities and an orientation of reali-
zation of social activity of the Spirit of animal soul (full age Spirit of a corporal envelope); 3) Evolu-
tionnary and ecological bases of health of the psychobioenergetic complex (the corporal envelope + 
the Spirit of animal soul) and its psychobiophysiological opportunities; 4) social and natural, bio-
sphere and noosphere world in which are realized psychobiophysiological opportunities of the ad-
vanced Spirit of animal soul into the Spirit of the person and his reserves; 5) Manifestation of weak 
energetic and informational communications determining field lepton-torsion bases of ability to live 
of the perfect person and his Spirit of spiritual soul (the Spirit of the person promodulated by Holy 
Spirit).

Social and natural measurements substantially reflect the mportance of «a philosophical triad»: 
«person-mankind-humanity» and problems of the unity of the Truth, the Goodness and the Beauty 
in Love.

The phenomenon of the person trinity: a corporal envelope with the Spirit of a corporal envelope, 
the spiritual «I» (Spirit of animal soul, transformed into the Spirit of the person) and the Spirit of spir-
itual soul (the Spirit of the person promodulated by Holy Spirit).

The modern atheistic society gives the basic attention to the first level; western and illuminated 
East society – to the first and the second level. The third level appeared as inaccessible to the 
whole society and is being elaborated by academies devoted through eniology, eniopsychology, 
healing and fundamental medicine in the level of the World association of scientists of XXIst cen-
tury (www.scien.open.by). 

ABSOLUTE HEALING (by V.Krishnev) – is a science about the person trinity, about unity and 
interaction of three substances of the live substance – the energy, directed to the education, to the 
formation, to the improvement, to the adjustment of the Spirit for self-realization in society 
(performance of the set terrestrial mission if presented) and self-perfection in Spirit (for finding ability 
of returning to the Spiritual Motherland).

Тhe person trinity includes:
1) Space torsion control system (a quantum-field substance of the Spirit of spiritual soul) (see. The 

absolute hologram of the Spirit of the perfect person);
2) Local lepton control system (a quantum-field substance of the Spirit of a corporal envelope) (see. 

The absolute hologram of the Spirit of the person-robot);
3) Externally visible corporal envelope (the automated white-nucleinic complex).
In this trinity the «person» is only one space torsion control system at a the level of the Spirit of 

spiritual soul (the advanced Spirit of the person), apprehending himself through consciousness as the 
Spirit and following the road of the Spiritual self-perfection.

The unity and interaction of three substances of alive substance is shown through the main Divine 
truthes:

1) Existence of the unique basic Creator-God;
2) The first driving force in any Divine creation of the Universe is the love;
3) The God has created Great individuality in person of the visually invisible Spirit (i.e. the person), 

has given his love and a corporal envelope with his settlement on the planet of Earth;
4) The God has sent to the Earth the Spirit of «the Son only-beloved» Jesus Christ and has em-

bodied Him in the corporal envelope accessible to the perception of all peoples living on Earth;
5) The second driving force in the realization of the Divine plan is the KNOWLEDGE which is 

carried out by mankind;
6) The Divine plan containing Spiritual love, is realized through boundless knowledge, the thesis 

of eniopsychologists-healers – «Through knowledge to the belief in God, to the perception of your-
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self in Spirit, to comprehension and performance of a terrestrial mission and returning to the Spiri-
tual Motherland, where Jesus Christ is always with us».

ABSOLUTE HOLOGRAM of the SPIRIT of the PERFECT PERSON (the eniopsycholo-
gist-healer, the monk, spiritual stalker, the missionary) – the trinity of the Spirit of a cor-
poral envelope, the Spirit of the person (Spiritual «I») and Holy Spirit (Spirit of spiritual soul).

ABSOLUTE HOLOGRAM of SPIRIT of the REASONABLE PERSON (the scientist, the 
cleric, the healer) – two-unity of Spirit of a corporal envelope and the Spirit of the person, per-
ceiving himself in Spirit and aspiring to self-perfection in Spirit (perception of Holy Spirit).

ABSOLUTE HOLOGRAM of the SPIRIT of the PERSON-ROBOT (the sorcerer, the 
atheist, the dogmatic person [the informational inquisitor]) – two-unity of Spirit of a cor-
poral envelope and the Spirit of animal soul (not taken place of the Spirit of the person), aspiring to the 
authority, capable to sell its soul of the Spirit of animal soul to the Devil for material enrichment and 
prestigiousness in society. A wreath of the activity the similar two-unity sees in the prolongation of 
similar being – maughly in a society of civilized (robotized) jungle.


